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10:00 – 11:50 AM 
 

Agenda 1. Resources on New System Progress 
2. Screens to be removed in new system 
3. Overview of New/Remaining Screens 
4. Networking and Sharing 
 

Site Equipment Check Roll call of the sites with equipment check was done. 
 

Resources on New System 
Progress 

Michelle reviewed how you can keep up to date on the new system as we get 
closer to the July 2013 release. 

 Use www.iowaideainfo.org to access information about the Iowa IDEA 
systems.  There is a new section: New Iowa IDEA – 2013 Release and 
Beyond.  This is organized by categories of the work that is being done: 
General, Alpha Testing, Beta Testing, Data Cleanup, Training, and 
Training Materials. 

 Note: www.iowaideainfo.org is the current link;  www.iowaidea.org (without 
“info”) will be used for the 2013 release. 

 She recommended that people use this resource to familiarize themselves 
with the information available to date and then continue to use this site for 
ongoing updates. 

 

Screens to be removed in new 
system 

Michelle identified 23 IMS screens that will not be part of the new system.  
The link on the prior page shows the screens. 
These screens were decided upon by the following: 

 In 2009 and 2010, the primary data entry personnel for each AEA were 
surveyed.  As a result recommendations were made to the Operations Work 
Group about what screens to keep and to be removed. 

 Also looked at was what data are available on the web IEP.  If data weren’t 
being captured on the web IEP, it was asked how AEAs were capturing the 
data. 

 The directors made a decision that customized screens would no longer be 
part of the new system.   

 
If anyone in your AEA is using any of the screens that were identified, begin to 
transition to stop entering data into them so that by July 1, 2013 no one in your AEA 
is using those screens.  This will be the only time that you will be reminded this.  It is 
important that you begin to make those transitions now. 
 
Question:  If some of the hearing screens are going away, where will we enter the 

data? 
Answer:  Some of the AEAs use the hearing screens, others don’t.  Check with your 

own AEA hearing staff to see how they have been tracking this data.  This 
is not standardized across the state. 

 

Overview of New/Remaining 
Screens 

Lisa reviewed a PowerPoint of the new system in overview.   
The link on the prior page shows Lisa’s presentation. 
Details of the system will be presented and discussed in the Primary Data Entry and 
web IEP administrators meeting on January 15

th
. 

 When you go into the system, it defaults to the Staff Demo tab, with next 
level tabs of Info, Perms and County. 

 Password History and Login History will only be available to those with 
administrative security level. 

 Some fields have been removed from the screens.  This was authorized by 
the Operations Work Group. 

 The Services screen is view only.  This will be updated by the Center. 

 Many of the old screens correlate to the new tabs, with only minor wording 
changes. 

 Some more noticeable changes are: 

http://www.iowaideainfo.org/
http://www.iowaideainfo.org/
http://www.iowaidea.org/
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o The Access tab is the old department screen. 
o Assign is the old staff assignment. 
o The student screen has left column option. 
o Race and ethnicity now has a tab of its own. 
o The services screen will look different for IEP and IFSP. 
o Comments tab will pull in comments from all sections. 
o ECO tab is similar to the current “results” tab. 
o New History links: District, Services, Disabilities and Archives. 

 
Michelle commented: 

 Beta testing will help you know how the screens and data interact.  Beta 
testing will also provide a risk-free learning environment. 

 Beta testers will be comprised of the primary data entry personnel and the 
web IEP administrators. 

 As we transition into some new terminology that you keep the center 
appraised of any incorrect use of terminology. 

 

Networking and Sharing John commented regarding count: 

 Count went very well this year.  Many data entry people did many good 
things to make this possible. 

 John is still working on a residency question. 

 There are still a few questions for the federal reports. 

 The final count file is estimated to be back to the Center by next week. 
 

Preview of Future Business Next Meeting Date:  Tuesday, February 5; 10:00 – noon 

 Begin to formulate AEA plans for rollout in AEA 

 Overview of Web IEP, including Child Find 

 Change Staff Assignments  
 

 
Post-meeting note:  
The “screens to be removed” will not be disabled from the current IMS on July 1, 2013.  However, the CPC will no longer 
support those screens, which includes making changes to those screens or modifying reports. 
 
Added on January 22:  
Michelle answered a question about ECO and whether or not it needed to be entered into the old system after July 1. The 
answer is “Yes, after July 1, 2013 ECO data will still be entered into the stand alone IMS.” However, any field on the 
Results screen not needed for ECO should not be used. 
 


